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LP BLACK BEAUTY COWBELLS  
The LP Black Beauty is the most recorded cowbell in history. Its authentic Latin sound 
and overall bright tonal quality offers excellent articulation in live environments, while 
its moderate overtones make it the preferred choice of top pros in every recording 
situation. It’s fitted with our patented self-aligning eyebolt that accommodates ³ ⁄8-inch 
to ½-inch diameter rods. 

Plated in a mirror-like chrome finish, the “deluxe” version provides an even brighter 
sound and an eye-catching look on stage.

Made in USA.

LP204AN 5", Mountable, Black Finish  

LP204B 5", Mountable, Chrome Finish 

LP BLACK BEAUTY SENIOR COWBELLS 
With a slightly wider mouth, Black Beauty Senior Cowbells are tuned a step lower 
in pitch than the original Black Beauty. They produce a moderately dry sound with 
dynamic projection.

The Deluxe Black Beauty Senior Cowbell has a gleaming chrome-plated finish and a 
slightly brighter pitch than the original.

LP’s patented self-aligning eye-bolt securely fits ³ ⁄8-inch to ½-inch diameter rods.  
Made in USA.

LP228   5½", Mountable, Black Finish  

LP228C   5½", Mountable, Chrome Finish  

LP ROCK COWBELL 
LP007-N  8", Mountable, Black Finish

Designed for drum set, the Rock Cowbell’s full, 
well-rounded tone combines ample low-end, 
attack and sheer volume. A patented self-
aligning eyebolt securely grips most hoop clamp 
and L-arm rods from ³ ⁄8-inch to ½-inch, making 
it the versatile choice for all set-ups.

LP ROCK  
RIDGE RIDER COWBELL 
LP008-N  8", Mountable, Black Finish

The same spec and build quality of the original 
Rocker, with our signature composite Ridge that 
provides the ultimate playing surface for the 
heaviest hitters. The integrated Ridge slightly 
dampens overtones and enhances durability. 

LP ROCK CLASSIC  
RIDGE RIDER COWBELL  
LP009-N  8", Mountable, Black Finish
With a slimmer profile and wider mouth, 
the Rock Classic Ridge Rider offers yet 
another sound selection for drummers and 
percussionists alike. It gives players a low 
fundamental tone, combined with attack and 
articulation. It includes a matching, black  
Ridge and self-aligning eyebolt.

LP TIMBALE COWBELL 
LP205  8", Mountable, Black Finish

A must for any timbale set-up, the original LP Timbale Bell 
produces a moderately dry, deep pitch that pairs perfectly 
with the LP Bongo Bell. Our patented self-aligning eyebolt 
grips ³ ⁄8-inch to ½-inch rods.

LP MAMBO COWBELL 
LP229  8½", Mountable, Black Finish

The LP Mambo Bell possess a rich heritage all its own. Played by some of the most 
notable artists of our time, it was created with the Timbalero in mind. Its authentic 
sound embodies traditional Latin rhythms and is designed to be complemented by 
our other signature Latin bells. It comes standard with our patented self-aligning 
eyebolt that fits all timbale bell mounts from ³ ⁄8-inch to ½-inch diameter rods.

LP BONGO COWBELL 
LP206A  8", Mountable, Black Finish

Played with a stick or beater, the mountable LP Bongo Bell 
is a must-have for every percussionist. It’s equally at home 
as part of any traditional timbale or modern percussion rig, 
and affixed via our patented self-aligning eyebolt mount.

LP LI'L RIDGE RIDER COWBELL  
LP005 5½", Mountable, Black Finish
The LP Li'l Ridge Rider combines its patented single-seam and ridge 
technology in a small, high-pitched Rock bell that's the perfect 
complement for large LP Ridge Rider Cowbells. The Jenigor ridge 
dampens the sound and prevents the bell from denting when played. 
It's made in the USA with a patented, self-aligning eye-bolt that fits 
³ ⁄8-inch to ½-inch diameter rods.

LP TAPON COWBELL 
LP575  4", Mountable, Black Finish

This high-pitched, clave-style bell delivers 
a fast, dry sound, making it perfect 
for playing accent notes and melodic 
patterns. Our standard eyebolt assembly 
fits any ³ ⁄8-inch diameter rod.
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LP STEVE GADD SIGNATURE  
MAMBO COWBELL 
LP229SG  8", Mountable, Black Finish

Since the 1970s, legendary drummer Steve Gadd has been playing the LP 
Mambo Cowbell for its dry, deep and funky sound. His signature cowbell is 
built with LP’s patented V-clamp mount with memory lock that securely fits 
³ ⁄8-inch to ½-inch diameter rods.

LP CHAD SMITH SIGNATURE  
RIDGE RIDER COWBELL 
LP008CS  8", Mountable, Red Finish

The Ridge Rider “Red Hot Bell” is Chad Smith’s choice for its legendary 
tone, road-worthy durability, and time-tested performance. The patented 
V-clamp mount with memory lock holds the bell securely in place and fits 
³ ⁄8-inch to ½-inch diameter rods.

LP KARL PERAZZO SIGNATURE  
BONGO COWBELL 
LP206AKP  8", Mountable, Black Finish

Designed in collaboration with Santana’s Karl Perazzo, this signature cowbell 
is based on the classic LP Bongo Bell and is equipped with a patented 
V-clamp mount and memory lock that fits ³ ⁄8-inch to ½-inch diameter rods.

LP TITO PUENTE SIGNATURE  
PRESTIGE COWBELL 
LP322  7½", Mountable, Antique Brass Finish

The powerful, middle overtones produced by this bell are as unique as  
“El Rey del Timbal” himself. The patented self-aligning eye-bolt fits ³ ⁄8-inch  
to ½-inch diameter rods.

LP SALSA CHA-CHA COWBELLS 
LP Cha-Cha bells produce a bright, traditional sound with factory-tuned overtones. They can 
be paired together to create melodic rhythms or paired individually with lower-pitched LP 
Salsa bells. Our standard eyebolt fits all ³ ⁄8-inch rods and arms. 

ES-2   Cha-Cha Cowbell, 4¾", Mountable, Brushed Steel Finish  

ES-12   Cha-Cha Low Cowbell, 5", Mountable, Brushed Steel Finish  

LP SALSA HAND HELD BONGO COWBELLS 
Easy to hold and a joy to play, hand-held LP Salsa Bongo Bells deliver complex overtones 
that deliver a definitive Salsa sound. Choose from the classic ES-3 or the slightly higher-
pitched ES-4. 

ES-3   Bongo Bell, 8", Hand Held, Brushed Steel Finish  

ES-4   High Bongo Bell, 7¾", Hand Held, Brushed Steel Finish 

LP SALSA TIMBALE COWBELL
ES-5  7½", Mountable, Brushed Steel Finish

The versatile and expressive LP Salsa Timbale Bell is medium-
pitched with more lively overtones than our standard timbale bell. 
Comes with standard eyebolt mount.

LP SALSA SONGA COWBELL
ES-8  8", Mountable, Brushed Steel Finish

The perfect drum set bell for bongo patterns and Songo, 
it’s also an excellent choice for timbale set-ups and 
percussion rigs. It’s wide mouth produces enhanced 
low end tones and a large playing surface on the top of 
the bell. Outfitted with a standard mount that accepts 
³ ⁄8-inch rods. 

LP SALSA CLARO COWBELLS
The patented, compact-sized LP Salsa Claro Bell features 
single-seam construction and produces a bright, lively sound 
with incredible clarity. A patented self-aligning eyebolt mount 
accommodates ³ ⁄8-inch to ½-inch rods.

ES-11 7¼", Mountable, Brushed Steel Finish 

ES-13   7¼", Hand Held, Brushed Steel Finish 
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LP SALSA SERGIO TIMBALE COWBELLS
Named in honor of renowned Latin musician and producer Sergio George, these bells have 
the signature deep pitch and lively overtones that have come to represent the distinctive 
sound of classic New York Latin rhythms. Our standard mount grips ³ ⁄8-inch diameter rods. 

ES-9   8", Hand Held, Brushed Steel Finish 

ES-10   8", Mountable, Brushed Steel Finish 

LP GÜIRA COWBELLS
One side of this innovative cowbell has a raised, textured surface that 
produces a güira sound when played with a scraper or drumstick. 
Held via a ³ ⁄8-inch mount. The hand-held version includes an LP335 
Torpedo Scraper. 

LP225   8", Mountable, Brushed Steel Finish 

LP225H   8", Hand Held, Brushed Steel Finish 

LP SALSA BARRIO  
HAND HELD COWBELL
ES-15  7¼", Hand Held, Brushed Steel Finish

The perfect choice for all styles of Latin music,  
the LP Salsa Barrio Bell has a medium pitch with 
pronounced contrast between the mouth and  
the top of the bell. 

LP SALSA TIMBALE UPTOWN AND  
DOWNTOWN COWBELLS 
LP Salsa Uptown and Downtown Timbale Bells feature an even wider mouth for a 
balanced tonal spectrum from high-to-low. They pair perfectly for timbale set-ups 
and percussion rigs. Standard eyebolt mount fits ³ ⁄8-inch rods. 

ES-6   Uptown, 7¾", Mountable, Brushed Steel Finish 

ES-7   Downtown, 7¾", Mountable, Brushed Steel Finish 

LP BANDA BELLS  
Latin Percussion developed its Banda Bells to meet the rigorous sonic 
demands of Banda musicians. Available in three sizes, the bells are 
constructed from the same steel used in LP's Salsa cowbells with an 
extra large mouth and rounded sides that produce complex overtones 
and a cutting, robust sound. The patented self-aligning eyebolt grips 
³ ⁄8-inch to ½-inch rods. Made in the USA.

LPBB060  6", Mountable, Brushed Steel Finish 

LPBB080 8", Mountable, Brushed Steel Finish 

LPBB105 10½", Mountable, Brushed Steel Finish 

LP SALSA BIG BAND TIMBALE COWBELL
ES-17  8¼", Mountable, Brushed Steel Finish

Designed in collaboration with legendary percussionist Joe Madera, this bell has a 
deep, dry fundamental pitch and great definition between the mouth and closed 
end of bell. Standard mount accommodates ³ ⁄8-inch diameter rods.

LP SALSA SKINNY 
MAMBO BELL
ES-14  8", Mountable, Brushed Steel Finish

This new edition to LP's Salsa Series cowbell collection has 
a medium fundamental pitch with amazingly pure tone and 
clean resonance due to its super narrow , wide mouth.  Its low 
profile allows it to fit into very tight set ups as well. The eye-
bolt mount fits ³ ⁄8-inch diameter rods. Made in the USA.

LP JAM BELLS 
LP Jam Bells produce a bright, high pitched sound with extremely short  
sustain, making them perfect for accent notes and clave patterns.  
Available in two sizes, they are mountable with any ³ ⁄8-inch rod.

LP1231   High Pitch, 3½", Mountable, Blue Finish  

LP1233   Low Pitch, 4", Mountable, Red Finish  
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COLLECT-A-BELLS
Make a statement with LP Collect-A-Bells. These pro-sounding bells employ a 
special process that embeds graphics directly into the metal surface of the bell, 
ensuring the bells will look new for years and without affecting the sound of the 
bell. Standard mounts accept ³ ⁄8-inch rods.

LP DRY AGOGO BELLS 
LP577 Standard
LP579 Large 

» Lower pitch and drier sound 
» Resemble the bells from the Bahia region of Brazil and have a flat 

steel handle that allows for the squeeze-and-strike style of playing
» Made in USA

LP STANDARD AGOGO BELLS 
LP231A   Standard
LP231B   Large

LP Agogo Bells produce a distinctly bright sound and have been used 
on hundreds of influential recordings. The Agogo bell can be used in 
any style of music, including jazz, rock, pop or samba—wherever you 
need an unmistakable bright and vivid accent.

» Relatively pitched a minor third apart
» Made of 18-gauge steel
» Made in USA

LP GIOVANNI MELODY BELLS 
Designed in conjunction with the Master himself, Giovanni Hidalgo, these 
unique, melodic bells are configured in tri-bell sets with a sturdy, steel 
bracket. The bells can be mounted using the included tri-bell mounting 
bracket or mounted individually using our patented V-clamp mount 
that fits ³ ⁄8-inch to ½-inch diameter rods. The sets come with complete 
V-clamp mount parts for mounting individually and memory locks for 
repeatable setup.

Available in classic black or vibrant colors selected by Giovanni to 
represent each bells tonal color and pitch, they’re a musical addition  
to any percussion or trap kit.

LP570HTC 4", 5", 6", High-Pitch, Color Finishes  

LP570LTC 7", 8", 8½", Low-Pitch, Color Finishes  

LP570HTB 4", 5", 6", High-Pitch, Black Finish  

LP570LTB 7", 8", 8½", Low-Pitch, Black Finish  

LP TRI-BELL SET  
LP570 3", 4", 5½", Mountable, Black Finish

Reintroduced by popular demand, the LP Tri-Bells first 
emerged when the smallest bell was discovered in an antique 
shop and was tuned to blend with the medium-sized LP 
Tapon Bell and the larger Black Beauty Sr. 

The melodic blend of these bells has long been a favorite 
with percussionists from all genres, so LP added its patented 
V-clamp mount to each bell and a sturdy steel bracket with a 
cushioned mounting system to eliminate cross-talk between 
the bells. The bells can be removed from the bracket to fit 
³ ⁄8-inch to ½-inch diameter rods for single cowbell use.  
Made in the USA.  

More Cowbell
LP204C-MC

New York Grafitti
LP20NY-NYG

Sugar Skull
LP204C-CC

Mexican Flag
LP20NY-MX

USA Flag
LP20NY-USA

Puerto Rican Flag
LP20NY-PR3

Cuban Flag
LP20NY-QBA3
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LP ASPIRE®  
EZ-GRIP COWBELL 
LPA900-BK 3½" Black Cowbell, 4" handle  

LPA900-RD 3½" Red Cowbell, 4" handle   

LPA900-PR 3½" Black Cowbell, Puerto Rican Flag, 4" handle 

» Perfect for any age 
» Features wooden handle and beater 
» Conforms to USA Toy Safety Guidelines  

ASTM F963-96A for ages three and up

LP ASPIRE® 
AGUDO COWBELL 
LPA402   45⁄8" Mountable, Black 

» Smallest and brightest of the LP Aspire bells 
» High pitch sound with moderate overtones in  

a compact bell

LP ASPIRE®  
BONGO COWBELL 
LPA408   8" Mountable, Black 

» Large, low pitched bell with rich sound 
» Loud, deep bell with moderate overtones 
» Great for live Rock, Country or Salsa music

LP ASPIRE®  
GRANDE COWBELL 
LPA410   9½" Mountable, Black 

» Largest and lowest pitched of the Aspire 
Cowbells 

» Loud, deep bell with moderate overtones 
» Great for Hard Rock and Funk  —when you  

want to be heard loud and clear 

LP ASPIRE®  
COWBELL 
LPA404 5¾" Mountable, Black 
» High pitch sound with moderate overtones  

LP ASPIRE®  
CHA CHA COWBELL 
LPA404HK 5¾" Hand Held with Beater, Black
» High pitch sound with moderate overtones  

LP ASPIRE®  
TIMBALE COWBELL 
LPA406   67⁄8" Mountable, Black 

» Moderately pitched between their larger and 
smaller counterparts

» Moderate overtones 
» Great bell for Jazz, Funk and Rock

LP COWBELL MUFFLERS
ES-CM

» Small, self-adhesive pads designed to attach inside cowbells and 
reduce overtones

» Sold in sets of 12 and are easily attached to the inside of any 
cowbell’s mouth

LP COWBELL BEATERS
LP207 – Wood Cowbell beater 
LP268 – Pro Cowbell beater 
LP269 – Duro Cowbell beater

» LP Wood Cowbell beater is made from Siam Oak  
and is a straight dowel shape with rounded ends

» LP Pro Cowbell Beater is made from Ash and 
features a contoured handle

» LP Duro Cowbell Beater is made from synthetic 
material, virtually unbreakable

LP COWBELL U-CLAMP 
LP235 

» Chrome plated steel clamp is  
used to mount cowbells that  
do not have a built-in clamp

» Fits any ³ ⁄8" diameter rod

LP COWBELL POUCH
LP531-BK

» Nylon pouch with drawstring holds and protects 
cowbell and beater

LP CLAWHOOK CLAMP
LP2141

Clawhook-style clamp with a ¾-inch diameter L-Rod. Securely 
clamps a cowbell to a bass drum hoop

LP BASS DRUM  
COWBELL CLAMP
LP338

Padded clamp with ³ ⁄8-inch rod for mounting  
a cowbell to a bass drum hoop

LP207

LP268

LP269
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LP GAJATE  
FOUR-SIDED BEATER 
LP388B

Developed with Percussionist Richie Gajate-
Garcia, this four-sided beater features a 
soft and hard rubber surface and two hard 
plastic surfaces, creating a wide variety of 
sonic possibilities. Install into any bass drum 
pedal with and attached bracket and use with 
cowbells, Jam Blocks or any other mountable 
percussion instruments. 

LP PRO GAJATE BRACKET
LP388NP

Developed in collaboration with LP Artist  
Richie Gajate-Garcia, this innovative  
bracket attaches to any standard bass  
drum pedal. The knurled mounting rod  
is height adjustable and accommodates  
most instruments that can be mounted to  
a ³ ⁄8-inch diameter rod. 

LP MULTI-GAJATE BRACKET
LP388M

LP’s ingenious Multi-Stem Gajate Bracket mounts up to 
three percussion items with a single pedal diameter rod. 

LP COMPLETE FOOT COWBELL PACK
LP-CPB1

This set includes everything you need to add a foot bell to a drum set, cajon, or percussion rig. 
Includes the Gajate Aspire® adjustable mounting bracket, an LP Aspire Cowbell and DW® 2000 
pedal. The mounting bracket can also be used to hold any LP Cowbell.

LP JAM BLOCKS®

LP Jam Blocks are great examples of LP innovation. This patented 
design transformed fragile, wooden blocks into virtually indestructible 
modern staples for any drummer or percussionist.  There are multiple 
LP Jam Blocks to choose from, each with different pitches but all 
retain the rich sound of wood blocks. 

» Crafted from Jenigor, LP’s exclusive plastic formulation
» Strength and durability to withstand even the  

hardest-hitting players
» Heavy duty mounting bracket, and LP eye-bolt  

assembly included
» LP1208-K has a red foil LP logo and black powder  

coated mount 
» LP1209 features a güiro edge for two different sounds

LP1204  Highest Pitch, Orange 

LP1205  High Pitch, Blue  

LP1207  Medium Pitch, Red 

LP1208-K  Medium Pitch, Black 

LP1209  Low Pitch, Purple   

LP BLAST BLOCKS® 
LP1305 High Pitch, yellow
LP1307 Low Pitch, green
The perfect accessory when you need a loud, explosive blast.  

» Patented design made from LP's exclusive plastic formulation, Bellastic 
Plastic 

» Significantly louder and more durable than wood blocks 
» Heavy duty mounting bracket and LP Eyebolt assembly included 

LP DOUBLE SAMBAGO BELL 
LP617 Mounted 

» Set of two mountable blocks, pitched in complementary tones — high 
and low—approximately a third apart

» Mounts quickly and easily attaches to any ³ ⁄8" diameter mounting rod
» LP Eye-bolt Assembly included 

LP HAND-HELD JAM BLOCK
LP560

The LP Hand-Held Jam Block produces the perfect clave sound and 
its unique shape provides maximum control and comfort. Made 
from LP’s proprietary Jenigor plastic, the LP Hand-Held Jam Block is 
virtually indestructible. Includes block and beater.

LP1209

LP1208-K

LP1207

LP1204

LP1205
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LP JAM TAMB 
LP1207-T 

The Jam Tamb is for drummers who hit hard and want an impressive and 
responsive tambourine sound in their arsenal. The Jam Tamb’s durable Jam Block 
design is equipped with six pairs of nickel-plated steel alloy jingles that projects 
a bright, powerful sound. The Jam Tamb is built with a rubber striking surface for 
great stick rebound or for comfortable hand playing. 

» 6 pairs of jingles produces a bright sound that projects 
» Rubber surface for stick rebound and comfortable hand playing 
» Heavy duty LP Eyebolt Mounting bracket is included 
» Can be used on any ³ ⁄8" rod and with the LP Gajate Bracket 
» Great for a tambourine accent in any drum kit or percussion setup 

LP ASPIRE® WOOD BLOCK WITH STRIKER 
LPA210 Small 
LPA211 Large
Great tone at a great price for the beginner or student.

» Hardwood construction 
» Multiple mounting holes 
» Wood striker included

LP GROOVE BLOCKS 
LPA684  8" Long x 2" 
LPA685  9" Long x 2"
Made of select North American Maple these blocks feature full 
bodied tone with a great dynamic range and are perfect for live and 
studio situations. Super durable, they can be played on a table top or 
mounted to a stand with the LP373 Wood Block Mount.

» Constructed of North American Maple with rounded corners
» Full bodied tone and great dynamic range
» Perfect for live and studio stiuations

LP GRANITE BLOCKS® 
LP1210

LP's patented Granite Blocks are a rendition of anchient Chinese 
temple blocks. The five piece set is tuned to match the traditional 
pitches and be set-up in two different configurations.  

» Five-piece block set with steel mounting bracket attaches to 
any stand from ³ ⁄8" to 1" in diameter

» Crafted from Jenigor, LP’s exclusive plastic formulation 
» Two different configurations: the compact over/under set-up or  

the orchestral, five-across style 
» LP Granite Block Mallets included

LP TITO PUENTE  
SIGNATURE TIMBALE STICKS
Produced to the exact specifications of master timbalero, Tito Puente.

LP655 13" Hickory, ½" diameter
LP656 15" Hickory, ½" diameter

LP SCRAPERS
LP245-S  Güicharo Scraper for LP245 
LP243B Super Guiro Scraper 
LP249B   LP Wooden Guiro Scraper, Set of 6
LP333 Pro Guiro Scraper
LP334 Wooden Merengue Guiro Scraper
LP335 Torpedo Scraper

LP GRANITE  
BLOCK MALLETS 
LP1220 

LP SURDO MALLET 
LP3048M 

LP WOOD TIMBALE STICKS 

LP246C Ash, 7⁄16" x 165⁄8", 6 pairs
LP246D Ash, ½" x 16¾", 6 pairs
LP248A Hickory, 5⁄16" x 15", 12 pairs
LP248B Hickory, 3⁄8" x 15", 6 pairs
LP248C Hickory, 7⁄16" x 165⁄8", 6 pairs
LP248D Hickory, ½" x 16¾", 6 pairs

LP COWBELL BEATERS
LP207 Cowbell Beater, Siam Oak
LP268 Pro Cowbell Beater, Ash
LP269 LP Duro Cowbell Beater, synthetic, virtually unbreakable 

LP CAJON BRUSHES 
LP-CCB  

» Multi-purpose brushes - Ideal for Cajon playing
» Brushes feature thin, retractable bristles that are 

both durable and flexible for light playing
» Rubber tips add increased bass response & attack
» Weight-balanced handles for projection & rebound
» Equipped with specially-treated, non-slip grips

LP TAMBORIM  
STRIKER 
LP3046S 

LP243B

LP249B

LP333

LP334

LP335

LP269

LP268
LP207

LP245-S
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LP STANDARD CLAVE 
LP211R Clave (10"L x 17 ⁄8"D) and Striker (10"L x ¾"D)

» Kiln-dried exotic hardwood construction 
» Cut-away sound chamber increases volume and allows varried 

sound properties 

LP AFRICAN CLAVE 
LP212R  Traditional African-style Clave (12"L x 1¾"D)  
  and Striker (10"L x 1"D) 

» Kiln-dried exotic hardwood construction  
» Cut away sound chamber features a hollowed center for broad, 

open tones 
» Produces deep, rich tones with remarkable projection

LP WOOD CLAVE 
LP261 Clave and striker are 8" L x 1¼" W

» A rich, dark sound that is great for studio 
work but with the projection to cut through 
live bands 

LP TRADITIONAL CLAVE 
LP262 Clave and striker are the same size (10"L x 1"D)

» Moderately pitched classic clicking tone

LP TRADITIONAL CLAVE 
EXOTIC WOOD 
LP262R Clave and striker are 10"L x 1"D

» Kiln-dried exotic hardwood construction 
» Moderately pitched classic clicking tone

LP KING KLAVE 
LP597 Clave and striker are 8"L x 1"D

» Loudest clave available and is made of 
specially formulated fiberglass 

» Nearly indestructible construction yields 
an incredibly loud “cutting" sound that can 
be heard on recordings from around the 
world

» Cuts through loud music, ideal for large 
bands or marching bands

LP ASPIRE® CLAVE 
LPA165   

» Traditional style white wood clave with an 
attractive finish

» Exceptionally resonant with variable  
sound qualities

LP TRADITIONAL CABASA 
LP480 

» LP's more durable version of the original fragile 
Brazilian cabasa. When played, it yields a bright and 
lively sound with greater dynamic range and durability 
than its predecessor, yet with the same shape and 
playing feel.

» High-strength plastic shell, wood handle and beads, 
strung with a durable nylon cord  

Mike Spiro 
Mike Spiro is Professor of World Percussion 
at the esteemed Jacobs School of Music at 
Indiana University, and a five-time Grammy® 
nominee. He also authored three books on 
Afro-Cuban percussion. 

LP JIM GREINER PRO SHEKERE 
LP484  

Designed in collaboration with LP artist, Jim Greiner, this durable 
fiberglass shekere offers the traditional sound and feel of 
the original gourd-based shekere, but with the durability and 
consistency of modern materials. Made by digitally matching 
a hand-selected organic gourd and then tailoring every 
dimension for optimal feel, balance, projection and sound.

» Durable white fiberglass body is wrapped with a lattice of  
Jenigor plastic beads

» Sounds identical to a natural gourd shekere 
» Protective rubber ring surrounds the mouth of the shekere

LP PRO SHEKERE 
LP483  

Designed with the assistance of LP artist Roger Squitero, 
the LP Pro Shekere features a durable fiberglass body 
based on a natural gourd shape. Its large fiberglass body, 
thick neck and wide mouth produce extremely low bass 
tones when struck on the bottom. The beads are hand 
strung with synthetic cord that allows the beads to move 
freely and gives the player complete control for the most 
complex rhythms. 

» Durable white fiberglass body is wrapped with a  
lattice of Jenigor plastic beads

» Loud, high-pitched shaker and rattle sounds 
» Protective rubber ring surrounds the mouth of  

the shekere

LP HI-HAT SHEKERE  
LP485  

LP and noted artist/educator Michael Spiro collaborated to create the LP Hi-Hat 
Shekere. The Shekere mounts to any hi-hat stand allowing drummers to add a 
hands-free shekere sound to their set-up.

» Mounts to any standard hi-hat pull rod (fits 7mm rod)
» Durable fiberglass shell has a unique flattened-sphere shape without the 

traditional "throat" of a gourd-style shekere
» Special lightweight netting provides easy movement of beads on shell
» Large beads made from special materials provide a more natural sound 
» Includes three extra Hi-Hat seat washers so Shekere does not bottom out

Jim Greiner
Jim Greiner is a percussionist, educator, 
pioneering community drumming 
leader and inspirational speaker. Jim 
conducts workshops and drum circles 
worldwide for corporate team building 
and a multitude of other outlets.

Hi-hat stand not included.
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MADE IN USA

MADE IN USA

MADE IN USA

LP MINI MERENGUE GÜIRO WITH SCRAPER 
LP303 9" H x 3" D 

The LP Merengue Güiro is a smaller version of the LP305. Its open-ended design and tightly 
textured surface produces higher tones than our standard LP Merengue Güiro.

» Textured stainless steel body 
» Metal handle provides comfort and playability in multiple positions
» LP333 Pro Scraper included 
» Made in USA

CP GÜIROS 

CP249  14¼" Cylinder wood body
CP249A  16" Fish wood body

Ideal for the beginner, CP Güiros have a versatile scraping surface 
that wraps around its entire body. A specially cut slot makes internal 
sounds audible creating for a full-bodied, robust sound. Includes 
wooden guiro scraper 

LP GÜICHARO
LP245 

Modern version of the Puerto Rican  
instrument traditionally made from  
fragile, natural gourds

» Durable precision molded, high  
strength plastic  

» Perfectly spaced grooves for  
consistent sound 

» Includes LP245-S scraper and  
draw-string bag 

LP MERENGUE GÜIRO 
LP305 12½" H x 4¼" D 

The LP Merengue Güiro is an essential element in performing merengue 
music. Its open-ended design and tightly textured surface produces a  
loud and rough sound perfect for Caballito.

» Stainless steel construction 
» Metal handle provides comfort and playability in multiple positions
» LP333 Pro Scraper included
» Made in the USA

LP PROFESSIONAL GÜIRA 
LP304 13" H x 5¼" D 

An essential element in Merengue, the LP Professional Güira creates a 
traditional, raspy sound that percussionists have come to love.

» Stainless steel construction 
» Metal handle provides comfort and playability in multiple positions
» LP333 Pro Scraper included
» Made in USA

LP305

LP304

LP SUPER GÜIRO 
LP243 13½" length 

LP designed the Super Güiro as a more durable 
substitute for the original natural gourd version,  
yet maintains the same sound, shape and feel. 

» Precision-molded, high-strength plastic  
with perfectly spaced grooves for  
consistent sound

» Ergonomically positioned, rubber-lined  
finger holes

» Includes two scrapers – plastic for  
bright, loud sounds and wooden  
for warm, dry sounds

» Mounts on a drum or percussion  
table with the LP Mic Claw®  
(LP592A-X)

LP CUBAN STYLE GÜIRO 
LP249 15" Natural Gourd  

Following the traditional original Latin design,  
LP painstakingly handcrafts its Cuban Style  
Güiro from natural, carefully selected  
gourds. The result is an instrument that  
produces a sound true to its roots.

» Features carefully spaced grooves for  
a dry sound and convenient finger  
holes for easy handling

» Includes wooden scraper for a  
classic güiro sound

LP MULTI-GÜIRO® II 
LP451 12" stainless steel  

A larger version of the the popular LP Multi-Güiro. Stainless steel body 
has two different textured surfaces and contains shaker material, making 
it several instruments in one. One of the textured surfaces features large 
raised grooves similar to a Cuban güiro, while the other is a finer texture  
for a more course, raspy sound.

» Removeable fill cap allows the player to control the amount and type  
of fill inside for precise rythmic and volume control 

» LP333 Pro Scraper included
» Made in USA

LP MULTI-GÜIRO® 
LP452 9" stainless steel 

An original LP innovation, the Multi-Güiro is a guiro with two textures and 
is filled with LP shaker material, making it several instruments in one. One 
of the textured surfaces features large raised grooves similar to a Cuban 
güiro, while the other is a finer texture for a more course raspy sound.

» Removeable fill cap allows the player to control the amount and type  
of fill inside for precise rythmic and volume control

» LP333 Pro Scraper included
» Made in USA

LP TORPEDO  
LP306B  15½" stainless steel, Small
LP360A  20" stainless steel, Large 

Another LP original, the Torpedo can scraped for a classic güira sound 
and shaken at the same time for an additional sonic dimension. 

» Body filled with LP's exclusive shaker material
» LP335 Torpedo scraper included
» Made in USA
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MADE IN USA

LP ASPIRE® TRIANGLES
LPA121 6" High Pitch Triangle
LPA122 8" High Pitch Triangle
LPA123 10" High Pitch Triangle

The LP Aspire Triangle is an outstanding 
instrument for the working musician. The  
durable heavy guage steel construction  
delivers clean and crisp sound.

» Heavy gauge steel with hanger loop
» Includes metal striker with coated  

sure-grip handle

LP ONE HANDED TRIANGLE
LP311H  

Another example of LP Innovation, the One-Handed Triangle can be played with  
one hand, allowing more complex rhythm patterns (including rolls) and open 
and muffled playing.

» 8" medium pitch triangle in easy-to-play one handed durable plastic 
enclosure

» Designed in collaboration with Doug Hinrichs
» Patented

Doug Hinrichs
An accomplished member of the New York 
percussion community, Doug's performance 
experience includes positions in several Broadway 
shows—including a full-time position in the hit 
musical "In The Heights", and concerts with artists 
from a multitude of styles and settings. 

LP PRO TRIANGLES
LP311A 4" High Pitch Triangle
LP311B 5" Medium Pitch Triangle
LP311C 6" Low Pitch Triangle

LP Pro Triangles are designed with the 
working professional in mind. Expect crystal 
clear and consistent tone from its tempered 
steel construction.

» High alloy steel that has been carefully 
heat tempered, polished and  
chrome plated

» Includes two strikers, one for  
delicate tone and one for  
larger, bolder accents

» Nylon hanging string  
included

LP VIBRA-TONE® 
LP775-BL Standard / Blue
LP776-BL Large / Blue

This tubular-like instrument delivers smooth, bell-like, metallic tones with  
incredible sustain.

» Made of anodized aluminum with a sound hole that can be covered  
and uncovered to create a "wah-wah" effect

» Rubber mallet included

LP FLEX-A-TONE 

LP1-5 Standard
LP1-8 Large 

The unique LP Flex-A-Tone creates a wave of eerie, saw-blade-like sounds  
through varied pitches. 

» Bend the spring steel with thumb pressure as the wooden ball  
strikes the surface 

LP TRADITIONAL RAINSTICK 
LP455A    48" Length 

Create the sound of falling rain. Invert the rainstick, 
causing the fill material to cascade over the internal 
“tree" steps, and it “rains". 

» The greater the incline, the greater the downpour
» Constructed from bamboo and covered in a woven 

material using stones as fill for a soft sound
 

LP CRYSTAL  
RAINMAKER
LP456A    18" Length 

The LP Crystal Rainstick is made from high 
strength transparent plastic and steel fill 
for a dramatically loud rain sound that 
cuts through live performances. 

LP MONSOON  
RAINMAKER
LP456M  24" Length

Perhaps the greatest Rainmaker on the 
market, the LP Monsoon Rainmaker creates 
an incredible rainfall sound that lasts 
approximately 25 seconds.

LP CRICKET 
LP634  

The LP Cricket makes the sound you would expect it to—the chirp of a cricket.  
It can be heard in a wide variety of jazz, fusion and rock recordings. 

» The wooden body houses three steel balls that strike a metal bar to make 
the sound 

» Wooden handle makes it easy to play

LP CHING CHOK 
LP230  

Each end of the LP Ching Chok carries a pair of hardwood balls that are 
supported by spring steel and are struck against the rosewood chamber. 

» Shake it back and forth for a high-pitched rattle
» Perfect dramatic fill that adds high drama and suspense to any score

LP POCKET KOKIRIKO
LP437  

The LP Kokiriko uses wood slats that are 
connected with a leather strap and wood 
handles at each end. 

»  The sound is easily controlled to produce 
a crisp, tight sound for intriguing  
rhythmic effects.

»  Fits into any trap case
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LP PROFESSIONAL CASTANETS 

LP430 Single Set with Handle 
LP432 Hand Held, 2 Pair

LP's Professional Castanets are crafted after the tried and true 
traditional design using exacting dimensions and contour.

» Single-headed pair made from kiln-dried rosewood 
» Convenient handle makes playing quick and easy
» Hand held pair made from kiln-dried ebony  

and a sturdy nylon cord

LP ASPIRE® CASTANETS 

LPA131  Hand held, 2 pair
LPA132  Single pair with wooden handle

Constructed from select hardwoods, LP Aspire Castinets are an 
authentic sounding value for the student or educator.

LP AFUCHE®/CABASA
LP234-BK Mini, Plastic, Black
LP234A Standard, Wood, 4½" diameter
LP234B Large, Wood, 5¼" diameter
LP234C Deluxe, Wood, 5¼" diameter

Invented over 40 years ago by founder Martin Cohen, the LP Afuche/
Casaba has become one of the most essential percussion instruments 
in history. 

Loops of steel bead chain wrapped around a specially textured, 
stainless steel cylinder that produce a mulitude of scraping rhythmic 
patterns. The larger the size of the instrument, the louder the volume.

» Beads can be rotated around the textured steel or the instrument  
can be spun or shaken for varying sounds

» Patented

LP VIBRA-SLAP® II 
LP208 Standard
LP209 Deluxe
LP424D Metal Chamber

The LP Vibra-Slap was the first of numerous patents granted 
to Latin Percussion. It has appeared in more recordings, 
soundtracks, and advertisements than any sound effect ever 
made. The Vibra-Slap was conceived as a durable replacement 
for the original delicate rattling horse jawbone. 

» The sound is created when the ball end is struck against the 
palm of the hand

» Sound can be varied by simply rotating  
the sound chamber 

» The wood version has warm, crisp tones  
while the metal version produces a metallic  
clatter with longer sustain 

LP TRI-TONE SAMBA WHISTLE 
LP352  

The patented LP Tri-tone Samba Whistle originated in Brazil and is a standard 
in today's dance music. It's a must for any percussionist or DJ.

» Three distinct, complementary tones are achieved by placing the fingers 
over the side chamber holes in varying combinations

» Crafted of anodized aluminum with precision machined components to 
ensure consistent sound

LP ASPIRE® TRI-TONE WHISTLE
LPA229  

» Three distinct, complementary tones are achieved by placing  
the fingers over the side chamber holes in varying combinations

» Made from durable, high strength plastic 

LP CASTANET MACHINE 
LP427 6" Length, 2" High

» Allows the player to create articulate rhythms while keeping their hands free
» Made of extremely resonant and durable synthetic material
» Hassle free o-ring tension system
» Can be mounted on a 3⁄8" rod
» Mount can also be removed for table-top playing
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LP CONCERT SERIES BAR CHIMES
LP449C   25 Bars 
LP511C   36 Bars

» Aluminum alloy chimes, strung with high tensile  
braided cord that allows for side-to-side movement  
yielding greater sustain and higher volume.

» Perfect for live performances. LP Concert Chimes are  
strung in a manner that allows the bars to move freely  
back and forth after the initial contact for a more  
sustaining effect.

» “Anti-twist" bracket mounted at the balance point of each  
bar to prevent movement 

» Bar chime striker fits conveniently into a storage slot in  
the wooden bar

LP WHOLE-TONE BAR CHIMES 
LP625  Double Row, 72 Bars 

» ³ ⁄8" diameter, aluminum alloy chimes strung with high tensile 
braided cord and self-dampening stringing style 

» Uniquely tuned on the interval structure of the whole-tone 
musical scale

» “Anti-twist" bracket mounted at the balance point of each bar  
to prevent movement 

» Bar chime striker fits conveniently into a storage slot in the 
wooden bar

LP STUDIO SERIES BAR CHIMES 
LP449 Single Row, 25 Bars
LP511 Single Row, 36 Bars
LP513 Double Row, 72 Bars
LP515 Double Row, 50 Bars 

» ³ ⁄8" diameter, aluminum alloy chimes
» Strung with high tensile braided cord
» Great for studio use or where shorter sustain and added control are desired
» LP Studio Chimes self dampen after being struck. The stringing technique does not inhibit 

the sound but it limits back and forth movement of the bars.
» “Anti-twist" bracket mounted at the balance point of each bar to prevent movement 
» Bar chime striker fits conveniently into a storage slot in the wooden bar

LP LU BAR CHIMES 
LP626  Double Row, 90 Bars 
LP Lu Bar Chimes are tuned to the Chinese Lu musical scale and are crafted 
from a specially formulated tempered aluminum alloy to provide bright 
sound and great tonal diversity. The natural wood bars are made from select 
hardwood with a satin finish. 

» ¼" diameter aluminum alloy chimes strung with high tensile braided cord  
for shorter sustain 

» “Anti-twist" bracket mounted at the balance point of each bar to  
prevent movement. 

» Bar chime striker fits conveniently into a storage slot in the wooden bar 

LP ICE BELLS 
LP402  7" Bell 
LP403  9" Bell

The LP Ice Bell has become a favorite  
accent sound among percussionists.

» Custom cast alloy  
» Features brilliant attack without unwanted overtones
» Great in pairs for high and low accent combinations

LP ASPIRE® BAR CHIMES 
LPA280    24 Bars

LP Asipre Chimes are ideal for the beginner who wants to add 
an accent to their set-up. 

» Alloy chimes strung to the wood bar with nylon ties for great  
sound and durability   LP CLUSTER CHIMES 

LP468 12 Bars

LP Cluster Chimes are crafted from a specially 
formulated tempered aluminum alloy to provide 
bright sound and great tonal diversity. The natural 
wood bar is made from select hardwood with  
a satin finish. 

» Great for special high-pitched accents 
» Convenient ring hanger 
» Durable high tensile braided cord

CP SLEIGH BELLS  
CP373  12 Bells 
CP374  25 Bells

» Creates the familiar and cherished holiday sound.
» Bells attached to fabric strips and mounted to a wooden handle
» 12 Bell moodel is ideal for lower volume and small venues
» 25 Bell model is ideal for higher volume and large venues

LP FINGER CYMBALS 
LP436  

» Pair of hand-made 2½" diameter cymbals strapped to 
fingers for subtle and captivating accents

» Special cast bronze alloy for clear, delicate tone
» Each cymbal is mounted to an easy-to hold strap

LP BELL TREE 
LP450 26 Bells, Freestanding or Mountable
LP589 14 Bells, Hand Held
Introduced in the 50s by the original “sound-effects" man, the late  
Carrol Bratman. The LP Bell Tree has become an essential piece of 
gear for percussionists.   

» Black steel stand has four cusioned feet for skid-free table top use
» Two metal tipped strikers are included and can be stored  

in the stand
» Versatile braket mounts to posts from 3/8" to 1" diameters
» LP589 Includes solid wood handle and metal striker 


